
APR Actuarial Analyst Scheme

What is APR?

APR is a specialist actuarial firm with a very straightforward business vision: to be a deeply trusted partner 
of our clients, supporting them in reaching their potential by solving the complex numerical and analytical 
problems within their businesses.

Our solutions for clients include giving them support in their existing functions, contributing to major change 
projects or providing specific technical expertise – this takes the form of either on-site support, whereby 
one or more of our team is placed in a client’s office on a short-term basis, or consulting solutions, under 
which we take problems away from the client and deliver a solution.

Through our innovative approach across all areas of actuarial work, APR has partnered successfully with 
many of the largest companies in the UK financial sector.  A key pillar of our success has been our recruitment 
of some of the leading numerate graduate and school-leaver talent in the market. Most of our current 
employees joined APR as their first full-time job, with many now holding senior positions in the business.

What is the Actuarial Analyst role?

APR’s Actuarial Analyst programme is perfect for talented, highly numerate school leavers or graduates 
who want to start out on a career in areas that are widely anticipated to be in high demand in future - these 
include finance, data analysis, coding and modelling.

Successful candidates will pursue the Certified Actuarial Analyst (CAA) qualification, a globally recognised 
qualification awarded by a highly-regarded profession – see www.caa-global.org for more information.  You 
will therefore be able to gain a meaningful qualification while earning and quickly developing some great 
skills and experience.

“Since starting at APR as an actuarial analyst, I’ve had loads of opportunities to make a positive impact 
to APR and our clients, and to learn from a wide range of hugely talented colleagues.”

Chandler 



Why choose APR?

Our staff consistently point to four key characteristics that attracted them to APR:

Outstanding training

As well as full support through the CAA qualification, you will receive intensive, hands-on training in a 

variety of software packages, coding languages, and key technical and professional skills to ensure both 

your continuing development and that you’re equipped to dazzle clients while working on projects.

Variety of client work

You will have the opportunity to work in many different roles and with companies across the UK and 

perhaps beyond.  As well as the obvious need to meet client requirements, these roles are carefully 

selected to enable you to broaden your expertise and experience an interesting mix of work.

Early responsibility
Our analyst programme provides direct exposure to client-facing work from very early on.  While this 
may sound a little daunting, our tried and tested approach to recruitment and training, and our ongoing 

support, gives us complete confidence that you will be well-prepared to thrive in this environment.

Making a difference to our growing business

When not out with clients there will be plenty of opportunities for you to get involved in a wide range 

of different areas, helping us develop our expanding business, while always with a focus on training and 

the continued enhancement of your technical and softer skills.

Is APR right for you?

Our culture is as you would hope from a young, unstuffy and inclusive company. We believe in treating our 
staff in the right manner, developing them wherever possible, communicating openly and honestly and 
sharing the rewards of a successful business with those who have contributed to its success – we think 
this gets the best out of our staff.  In exchange for this you will need to be flexible regarding your work 
location in the UK, particularly in the early years of your APR career.

We expect successful candidates to be highly intelligent, exceptionally numerate and enthusiastic to learn; 
the early exposure to client facing roles and technical responsibilities also requires a higher level of written 
communication skills and self-confidence than for a standard actuarial role.  In addition we expect you to 
be fully committed to qualifying as a CAA as quickly as you can.

How do you apply?

We expect applicants to possess the following minimum level of qualifications:

• 128 UCAS points (equivalent to one A and two Bs at A-Level).

• Grade A at A-level (or equivalent) in a Maths related subject.

• Grade 7 at GCSE in English Language (or grade A under the previous system).
Application is via a CV and covering letter – for more information and to apply, visit our website (https://
aprllp.com/working-for-apr/).  If you have any questions about the analyst role or the application process, 
please do get in touch with us at caa.recruitment@aprllp.com.


